
 

Agenda Descriptions/Public Comments on Agenda Items 
The Agenda descriptions are intended to give notice to members of the public of a general summary of items of business to be transacted or discussed. 
Members from the public wishing to address the Committee will be recognized by the Chair at the time the Agenda item is to be considered. A speaker’s 
comments shall be limited to three (3) minutes. 
 
Any person with a disability  who requires a modification or acco mmodation in orde r to participate in this me eting should contac t the OCTA at 
(714) 560-5611, no less than two (2) business days prior to this meeting to enable OCTA to make reasonable arrangements to assure accessibility to this 
meeting. 

 
 
 
 

CAC Technology & Innovation Ad Hoc Committee 
600 S. Main Street, Orange CA, Room 103/104 

February 28, 2017 │1:00 p.m. – 3:00 p.m. 
 
 

AGENDA 
 
 
 

1. Welcome 
 

2. Videos (5 minutes) 
 

3. Discussion Items  
A. Mission Statement (10 minutes) 

Alice Rogan, Public Outreach Manager 
 

B. Digital Communications for Bus Customers (10 minutes) 
Ryan Armstrong, Digital Communications Section Manager 
 

C. Future of Mobility (10 minutes) 
Ryan Armstrong, Digital Communications Section Manager 
Lloyd Sullivan, Dept. Manager, Enterprise Business Solutions 
 

D. Future Meeting Topics (30 minutes) 
Group Discussion 

 
4. OCTA Staff Updates (10 minutes each) 

A. San Clemente Lyft Program - Lloyd Sullivan, Dept. Manager, Enterprise Business Solutions 
 

B. Mobile Ticketing & On-Demand Service - Lloyd Sullivan, Dept. M anager, Enterprise 
Business Solutions 

 
C. Other 

 
5. Chair / Vice-Chair Remarks 

 
6. Committee Member Comments 

 
7. Public Comments* 

 
8. Adjournment 

The next meeting date is TBD 



 

February 2017 

 

 
 

CAC TECHNOLOGY & INNOVATION AD HOC COMMITTEE 
MISSION STATEMENT 

 
 

As an ad hoc committee of the Orange C ounty Transportation Authority (OCTA) 
Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC), the mission of the CAC Technology and Innovation 
Ad Hoc Committee i s to review new idea s focused on technological ad vances and 
innovations that could help improve Orange County’s transportation system and provide 
suggestions to OCTA. 
 
To carry out its mission, the CAC Technology and Innovation Ad Hoc Committee will: 
 
1. Review new technologies and innovations of benefit to transportation 

 
2. Participate in brainstorming and idea-sharing with OCTA staff to identify 

opportunities for OCTA to incorporate new and emerging technologies and ideas 
into Orange County’s transportation system 
 

3. As appropriate, test and preview OCTA projects in order to provide suggestions and 
feedback to staff 

 
4. Serve as a liaison between the public and OCTA 
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CO: Boulder Gondola Idea Could Still Come in for a 
Landing 
ALEX BURNESS ON JAN 30, 2017  

SOURCE: MCCLATCHY 

Jan. 28--A gondola connecting downtown Boulder with University Hill. Sounds crazy, no? 

It turns out the ski-slope technology could be a cheaper, greener, traffic-calming economic boon than many might assume. 

It might also be too expensive, unreliable and intrusive to work here, but there's growing momentum to at least look into it. 

Local business leaders will meet with the city's transportation department next month to discuss the splashy seed of an 

idea. 

The concept has already been implemented in cities around the world, from giant international destinations like Hong 

Kong and Medellin to smaller spots closer to home, like Telluride and Portland, Ore. 

And it's catching on in other American cities, including Chicago, Austin and New York, all of which are considering new 

gondola systems. 

Now, the Downtown Boulder Partnership, the Boulder Chamber and several City Council members are supporting an 

exploration into how a gondola might work in this city. 

"We need to think outside the box," said John Tayer, CEO of the Chamber. "We need to start getting creative with our 

solutions to traffic issues, and this one has worked in other communities. We've seen that it moves people efficiently, and 

it's fun." 

It's been tried before in Boulder. 

In 2009, the University of Colorado's then-Graduate School dean and vice chancellor for research Stein Sture spearheaded 

an effort to zip people from Williams Village to East Campus to Main Campus. 

The administration killed the proposal early on, citing "engineering challenges." 

Sean Maher, Downtown Boulder's executive director, said that another concern with the CU project was that gondola 

systems work best with constant flows of riders. On a college campus, though, ridership would likely go from quiet to 

chaotic when class periods end. Transit experts aren't convinced that's a tenable set-up for a gondola. 



That the concept being revisited now, and along the Hill-downtown corridor specifically, is in large part the result of major 

construction slated for the northern swath of the Hill neighborhood, where two hotels and a conference center are planned. 

"I really got excited about it when we started talking about the conference center on Grandview" Avenue, Maher said. 

"That's going to bring hundreds if not thousands of people to Boulder every month. Those people aren't going to 

necessarily want to spend all their time on the Hill, and a lot of them aren't going to have cars." 

Some will walk and some will take the bus, but Maher said he expects a gondola system would be seen as "more exciting 

and more interesting" to those visiting on business -- not to mention anyone else who might enjoy the experience. 

"We have more and more tourists here all the time from out of state," Maher added. "If they could walk a half a block 

from the (Pearl Street) Mall and get on a gondola that offered them a commanding view of the Flatirons and the foothills, 

Who's not going to do that for $5?" 

If recent feedback from citizens is any indication, the project might be a hit with locals, too, who are increasingly 

frustrated with traffic and parking in the city. A 2016 survey commissioned by Boulder government showed the ease of 

car travel rating 253rd out of 274 comparable communities. 

The proposal being only in its infancy, there are many blanks still to be filled in. Perhaps chief among them is cost. 

Maher said a consultant he spoke with believes Boulder could build a gondola for between $10 million and $15 million. 

Sture, years ago, said the CU system would have cost between $4.5 million and $5 million to build. 

 
 

The systems can also chug along on wind or solar energy, and are considered one of the greenest ways to move people. 

http://cygnus-d.openx.net/w/1.0/rc?bi=c142be21-208a-4798-8577-c5ec0784f515&ba=1485969571&ts=1fHJpZD1iM2U3NmFhYS0wNWQwLTQxZDUtYmJmOC0yZjU2OGYyZWNlNDR8cnQ9MTQ4NzcyMzg1NnxhdWlkPTQ5ODMwMnxhdW09RE1JRC5XRUJ8YXVwZj1kaXNwbGF5fHNpZD0xMDc5MjZ8cHViPTQzNzN8cGM9VVNEfHJhaWQ9MmY3NmVhYTUtNDk2NS00NGNlLThmZDItODVmZDg3OTYxOWQ3fHJzPTF8YWlkPTUzODEzNjU1M3x0PTF8YXM9MzAweDI1MHxsaWQ9NTM3NjM5NzI3fG9pZD0yNTc2NDN8cD0wfHByPTB8YXRiPTB8YWR2PTQ2NDl8YWM9VVNEfHBtPVBSSUNJTkcuQ1BNfGJtPUJVWUlORy5IT1VTRXx1cj1xd3lsbGZHSGRz


Michael Sweeney, Boulder's transportation director, said he's looking forward to learning more about how a gondola here 

might function. 

The next step, he added, is "to really look at the concept and whether or not it matches up with what the costs are, and to 

look at it in the critical fashion to figure out if it's really going to work in the situation we're describing." 

As of now, the topic is not included on the City Council's 2017 work plan. Their likely first move, were the group inclined 

to investigate the possibility, would be to commission a feasibility study. 

"I think it definitely warrants a study," Maher advocated. "The city spends a lot of money on studies and I think for not a 

whole lot of money they could have one on this. There's a lot of questions out there, so I'm not saying with absolute 

certainty this a good idea. But I do think it's worth investing in some research." 

Alex Burness: 303-473-1389, burnessa@dailycamera.com or twitter.com/alex_burness 

___ (c)2017 the Daily Camera (Boulder, Colo.) Visit the Daily Camera (Boulder, Colo.) at www.dailycamera.com 

Distributed by Tribune Content Agency, LLC. 
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Dubai To Put Autonomous Taxi Drones In
The Skies 'This Summer'

A model of EHang 184 and the next generation of Dubai Drone Taxi is seen during the second
day of the World Government Summit in Dubai, United Arab Emirates, Monday, Feb. 13,
2017. (AP Photo/Jon Gambrell)

When the ruling family decrees that a quarter of all journeys in
a city state will be autonomous by 2030, someone somewhere is
obliged to make that start happening as soon as possible.

In Dubai, that person is Mattar Al Tayer, chairman of the city’s
Road and Transport Authority. He said Monday that he
hopes Dubai will have autonomous taxi drones zipping around
its skyline this summer. Actual drones that people can sit inside
without fearing for their lives.

The flying taxis are being manufactured by Chinese drone
making firm EHang and can carry a person weighing up to 100
kilograms (about 220 pounds) along with a small suitcase.
Passengers don’t need to learn how to fly the drones,
EHang’s cofounder Derrick Xiong told FORBES staff
writer Aaron Tilley in an interview this time last year.

Parmy Olson Forbes Staff

I cover agitators and innovators in mobile.

javascript:window.open(window.clickTag)
http://www.forbes.com/
http://www.forbes.com/technology
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“They just need to press a button and then it vertically takes off,
flies from point A to point B, and lands.”

The
drones
have a
range
of 30

kilometers (19 miles), flying at around 60 miles per hour, and
are “on track to take off within months,” Al Tayer said.

“I am glad to inform you that hopefully we will be able to have
these drones available, starting July 2017,” he added at the
World Government Summit, a gathering of tech and
government leaders at Dubai.

مركبة جوية ذاتية القيادة

That “hopefully” from Al Tayer is an important hedge to make
for a product that, it appears, has not yet officially taken flight
with paying customers anywhere else in the world.

In fact when EHang unveiled its drone taxi at the Consumer
Electronics Show a year ago in January 2016, its “demo video”
of the autonomous vehicle soaring over snowcapped mountains
and the San Francisco skyline turned out to be computer
generated.

FORBES writer Ryan Mac noted then that EHang was one of
several drone companies who had overhyped their ability to
commercialize a futuristic product. 
 
The latest video of the EHang 184 (above) which was shown in
Dubai this week, shows a wellgroomed business executive

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a5Q2W0r5e-s
http://www.forbes.com/sites/ryanmac/2016/01/08/as-drones-take-flight-hype-may-set-unreasonable-consumer-expectations/#3bca3f5e100c


This article is available online at: 2017 Forbes.com LLC™   All Rights Reserved

putting a briefcase into the drone and then folding himself into
the sportscar like interior. Notably, the video doesn’t show him
in the drone when it flies up towards the clouds. 
 
EHang, based in Guangzhou, China and with offices in San
Carlos, Calif., has raised some $53 million to date according to
PitchBook data, and its investors include GGV Capital and
Golden Partners Capital. It’s website, www.ghostdrone.com,
did not appear to be accessible on Tuesday. 
 
The EHang 184 is part of a wider initiative that Dubai’s ruler,
Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, announced in
April 2016: that he wanted 25% of all passenger journeys in
Dubai to be carried out in autonomous vehicles by 2030. 
 
Since then, the city’s officials has struck a deal with Hyperloop
One to study the possibility of building a hyperloop line that
connects Dubai to Abu Dhabi. In September 2016 a driverless
shuttle called the EZ10, made by French company
EasyMile, began running a 700meter trial route on Mohammed
Bin Rashid Boulevard.

RECOMMENDED BY FORBES

Chinese Drone Maker EHang Announces An Autonomous
Flying Vehicle For People

As Drones Take Flight, Hype And Reality Are Miles Apart

The Future Of Transportation: The Ehang 184

Four Reasons Why Drones, Not Driverless Cars, Are The Future
Of Autonomous...

The Richest Person In Every State

Why I Decided To License Starship's Music To ChickfilA

The World's HighestPaid Models 2016

Stan Lee Introduces Augmented Reality For His Kids Universe
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Orange County Transportation Authority partners with INIT for
mobile ticketing project

INIT Innovations in Transportation Inc. has partnered with the Orange

County Transportation Authority (OCTA) for the implementation of

electronic fare readers and a back-office revenue management system.

OCTA operates countywide bus and paratransit services, as well as the

planning, financing and coordinating of Orange County’s freeway, street and

rail development and operation of the 91 Express Lanes.

The recent integration of a moovel mobile ticketing app necessitated the
use of fare readers across the agency’s 556 fixedroute vehicle
fleet. INIT’s PROXmobil3 readers are fully capable of accepting open
payments – contactless credit cards, debit EMV, and nearfield
communication devices, a goal that aligns with OCTA’s future plans.

In addition, INIT will implement a back-end, multi-client capable revenue

management system to process mobile tickets onboard the OCTA fleet,

monitor field devices, configuration and reporting. The modular structure of the

system will allow OCTA to expand or extend at any time to meet the needs of

new technology or new functionalities.

The readers and back-end system will provide an open architecture as well as

application programming interfaces (APIs) that support OCTA’s core system

functions.

The fare system is expected to improve the customer experience by providing

a convenient option for riders, simplifying transit use, and allowing for future

regional fare integration. The partnership with INIT ensures these goals can

become reality.
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Pinellas bus riders can now grab a $1 Uber or taxi ride from their bus stops 
Caitlin JohnstonCaitlin Johnston, Times Staff Writer 
Thursday, January 19, 2017 6:33pm 
PSTA partners with Uber to help to, from bus stops 
 
ST. PETERSBURG — Riding the bus in Pinellas County just got a whole lot easier. 
 
Transit agencies have always struggled with what's known as the "first-mile, last-mile" 
problem — how to get riders from the bus stop to their final destination, whether it's their 
home, the office or even the grocery store. 
 
The Pinellas Suncoast Transit Agency will attempt to meet that challenge with a new 
county-wide partnership with Uber, United Taxi and Wheelchair Transport that was 
announced Thursday. The bus agency will help subsidize those services to take people 
from the bus stop to their final destinations for about a $1. 
 
PSTA said it is the first transit agency in the country to partner with a ridershare 
company in this manner. 
 
"This is the future of transit," PSTA CEO Brad Miller said. 
 
The program, known as Direct Connect, is an expansion of a pilot project PSTA rolled 
out last February in East Lake and Pinellas Park. The pilot was successful enough that 
PSTA will now subsidize Uber and cab rides for bus patrons throughout the county. 
 
Those who don't want to take an Uber can call United Taxi. Wheelchair Transport is 
also part of the program, making it accessible for people with disabilities. 
 
Here's how it works: The county is divided into eight zones. Each one has a designated 
stop that is a transit hub for multiple routes. Trips must be within the zone and start or 
end at the designated bus stop, which is usually within five miles. 
 
People can access the discounted ride directly in their Uber apps. If they're already at 
the station, they'll type in their destination, and if it's within the zone, the PSTA discount 
will be the first option that pops up. 
 
If they're on their way to the station, they'll initially see traditional options on the app 
such as UberX and UberSelect. But swipe to the right, and the PSTA fare will appear. 
 
Warning: The app will tell riders the fare before the discount, usually around $5.95. But 
if they pick the PSTA option, the bus agency covers the first $5, meaning most people 
will pay about a dollar for their ride. 
 
"It's been a God-send, really," said Sue Keating, who has been using the program since 
the pilot started last year. "Not having to muscle groceries and things like that while 
walking 15-minutes in the summer heat has been so nice." 



 
Her son Kyle Keating, 32, sometimes uses Direct Connect to get home when he works 
late. Instead of having to walk a couple miles or paying $8 to 12 for an Uber to get home 
from work, he can take the bus to Pinellas Park for $2.25 and then grab a $1 Uber ride 
home. 
 
Miller is hoping Direct Connect will entice more people who to use the bus who don't 
normally do so, but are also looking for a cheaper alternative to Uber or a taxi. 
 
"It's a whole new market of potential bus riders," Miller said. "We want a way to attract 
people who were just planning to use Uber but want a cheaper way to get there. Can I 
get a discounted Uber ride combined with the bus to save money?" 
 
The program also allows PSTA to expand its coverage without the additional expense of 
adding bus routes. PSTA has allocated $100,000 for the first six months of the county-
wide program. By comparison, the old East Lake connector cost $150,000 to run plus 
the cost of the bus. But that low-performing route was replaced in February by the pilot 
program. 
 
Transit agencies are increasingly investing in these kinds of private-public partnerships 
to help alleviate their constrained budgets and reduced federal funding. This is 
especially problematic for Tampa Bay's transit agencies, where two transportation sales 
tax referendums have been defeated since 2010 and a third couldn't even make it onto 
the ballot last year. 
 
"It just does not make sense to run an $800,000 bus to every corner of Pinellas 
County," Miller said. "If we can work out these arrangements with Uber and taxi 
companies in more suburban, low-density areas ... then we can run the buses we have 
on the major corridors of Pinellas County." 
 
Across the bay, the Hillsborough Area Regional Transit Authority is also working to 
provide a first-mile, last-mile solution for its riders, known as HyperLINK. 
 
For a $3 flat fee, riders can take a van to a designated bus stop within a 3-mile radius. 
The pilot program currently operates with three stations: the University Area Transit 
Center near the University of South Florida, a stop at W Fletcher Avenue and N Dale 
Mabry Highway stop and one at the Westfield Brandon mall. 
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